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Welcome to Neighbourhood Toy Stores of Canada (NETS),
a network of independent specialty-toy store owners, toy
manufacturers and sales agents.

LOOK HARD!
I’m hiding
on every
page!

Individually, we are dedicated to being a superior source of quality educational
toys within our communities. Each of our member stores is an endless source
of new and innovative products for children of all ages.
As a group, we share the values of customer service and community
involvement and look for ways that our collaborative network can be of
benefit to Canadian families.

Gold Star Toys
Each year Neighbourhood Toy Stores of Canada (NETS)
awards a Gold Star to ten toy products. These are products
which parents and NETS retailers have found to offer
exceptional play value, continuing to repeatedly engage
and fascinate children long after they have come out of
the box!

Latest and Greatest!
Coloured Sand
Rainbow Fish $1999

Teatime Shape Sorter

You don’t even have to be near water!
From the depths of the sea come bright
and fabulous fish! Use the special peeling
tool and 12 vividly-coloured sands to
transform simple drawings into
magnificent works of marine art!

Sort shapes, then have a cuppa
to unwind! This cheerful teapot
shape sorter encourages colour
matching and shape recognition.
And doubles as a “teapot” with a
clear beaker insert and an easy-grip
handle for pouring. AGES 1+

AGES 6+

$3999

exclusive to nets retailers

Marusenko Sphere $2699each
RC Mini Flyer $1999
Juggle it without touching it – like magic!
This innovative remote control mini flyer hovers
and moves like a helicopter, but elevates when
it “feels” a solid surface (like your hand) under
it. Available in three designs. AGES 8+
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Build your problem-solving skills, big time!
The Marusenko Sphere is a 3D logic puzzle that will have
you twisting and turning your way to braingame victory.
Five difficulty levels to test your patience. AGES 8+
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Latest and Greatest!
Headband Kit $1999

Make stunning headbands in minutes!
Using the Loopdedoo spinning tool (sold
separately), you can design and make your
own unique headbands. Get ready to turn
heads! AGES 8+
spin n in g t oo l s how n o n p a g e 16 .

uKloo: Riddle Edition
$1799

Magnetic Wooden
Block Puzzle $1499

Do you like reading and riddles? Then this
treasure hunt is for you! Combine thinking
with physical activity – and take your reading
and problem-solving skills to the next level as
you have to solve the riddles and find a prize!

Oops, do it again! Let your little
one explore and learn with Jerry,
Happy and Cookie. This wooden,
city-themed puzzle improves colour
recognition and motor skills!

AGES 7+ | 1–4 PLAYERS

AGES 1+

Monsters Tap Tap $3999
Play mad scientist to create your own marvellous monsters!
Use the wooden hammer and pins to attach monster pieces to
the cork board. Get ideas from the instruction cards or let your
imagination go wild. Grrrrowl! AGES 4+

Equilibrio $3499
Look impossible? It’s not!
With patience and dexterity,
you too can build these amazing
vertical structures. The game
includes a set of Geoblocks and
a book with colour-coded
levels of difficulty.
AGES 5+ | 1 PLAYER

Lottie Dolls $1999each
Lottie’s motto is “Be bold, be brave be you”! There is
lots to love about Lottie. She is imaginative, adventurous,
strong and independent. This 18 cm (7”) tall doll will
inspire your child to be the same! AGES 3+
a c c e s s o ri e s s h ow n o n p a g e 1 2 .
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Let’s Get Moving!
Zoomy $7999

The best ride-on in the house! Zoomy is a
padded ride-on toy with non-marking castor
wheels, so you can zoom around roadblocks –
and feet – in any direction! Three styles:
school bus, a fire truck and a police car.

Monkey Balance Board
$2999

“Steady on your feet” is overrated! Don’t
let this colourful monkey touch the ground
when you step on the sturdy wooden balance
board. Promotes balance and coordination
while having wobbly fun! AGES 3+

AGES 2+

Super Digger
$4999

Get ready to scoop and
dump sand or snow in a
big way! Using hand grips
perfectly sized for little
hands, operate this “big rig”
sitting on a seat that pivots 360º. For use in
sand and snow. Lightweight and foldable for
easy transport. AGES 4+

RC LiteHawk Brute $13999each
Get ready for an off-road adventure! Equipped with
a 2.4 Ghz radio system, oversized all-terrain soft rubber
tires and a sealed gearbox, these remote control pick-ups
can race at speeds over 35 kmh (22 mph). Vroooom!
AGES 14+

Yellow Dog Rocker $5499
A rockin’ ride for you and your friends!
Colourful, sturdy and with
two handles and three seats,
this rocker lets you (and
your friends) have a howlin’
good time while developing
balance and coordination.
AGES 2+

Folding Trampoline
$8999

A jumpin’ good way to burn some
energy! This junior trampoline features
an easy-grip handle, a tough, padded
waterproof mat and a steel frame
construction to jump safely, indoors
or out. Easy disassembly for storage.
AGES 3+
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Pogo Stick

$4999

Jump on it! This foam-covered,
metal pogo stick has been
made to last for years – and
for a lot of use. Hopping,
healthy exercise and loads
of fun! AGES 5+
the m a s te r po g o i s
a ls o ava i la b l e f o r o l der
j u m p e r s , a g e s 1 0+.

Let’s Get Moving!

Mini Hockey Set $1499each
Play ball hockey, anywhere! Start your own
hockey league, indoors or out. Each set comes
with two 45 cm (18”) plastic NHL hockey sticks
and a foam ball. Get a real game going with
the Mini Hockey Net, sold separately. AGES 4+

Scoot-Around $7999

Mini Hockey Net $3999

Four-wheel drive takes on a new
meaning. This is a sure way to get
kids moving around, having fun and
building strength! Perfectly-sized for
your little one’s speedy escapades on
scuff-free rubber wheels. AGES 1+

You need a net if you want to score
real goals! You’ll have your game on in no
time with this easy to assemble, steel-framed
net. A great net for practice and game play,
sized to work with the Mini Hockey Set,
sold separately. AGES 4+

Air Pogo Jumper $2799
Do your parents remember this pogo ball? It is a vintage
design from the 1980s! Loads of fun once mastered – put
your feet on the platform, squeeze the ball with them and
bounce around to your heart’s content. AGES 6+

Let’s Build!
Playstix $2799
The grooviest materials you’ll ever
build with! Create the ordinary and
the extraordinary – the interlocking
grooves mean that you can stack and
build just about anything! AGES 4+

Plus Plus Midi 100
$3499

A simple shape leads to great
creations! Pick up two pieces
and you’ll know what to do! Construct
2D or 3D buildings, works of art or
whatever your imagination dreams up!
AGES 3+

Squigz $2999
This toy really sucks! Squigz use “suction construction”
to stick to each other and to virtually any flat surface
(with no residue). These fun little suckers will provide
hours of creative play. AGES 3+
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Let’s Build!

Demo Lab $2499
This old building is coming down!
Learn about energy, momentum and
gravity. Construct the building, then
take out four walls at once with the
powerful quad-blaster. AGES 8+

Quadrilla Roundabout $6999
Like building with blocks and playing with marbles?
Then the Roundabout is the perfect marble-run starter
set for you! Can be seemlessly combined with other
Quadrilla sets. AGES 4+

Keva Stunt Derby $4499
Design it, build it, crash it! Be the master
of destruction! Customize your stunt car with
paint and decals, then get ready to rumble!
There will be wood planks everywhere, ready
to be built again! AGES 7+

Keva Structures $5999
What can you do with 200 pieces of wood? The 18-page
idea book will get you started, but soon you’ll be constructing
buildings and ball runs of your own. No glue, no connectors –
just planks of fun! AGES 7+

Magformers 30
$4999

Feel the magnetic power –
and build! Explore and experiment
with magnetic 2D squares and
triangles to create simple shapes
and 3D models. Hours of fun and
exploration with this Magformers
starter kit. AGES 6+
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Magformers Lighted Set
$9999

Get ready for a magnetic light show!
Use the power of magnets and your
imagination to create unique structures
with these cool, magnetic building
panels that light up! AGES 6+

Let’s Learn and Grow!
Huggable Night Light $3499each

Changeable Disk Camera

A perfect bedtime buddy to hug. Meet the BROBO
Shine Force – Brobo, Mumu, Pep, Trex, and Dog. With
two light modes and an auto-off, let these 13-inch
sleepytime friends help your little one drift off. AGES

$2699

The camera your mum and dad played with
is back! A perfect reproduction of the iconic
Fisher Price Changeable Disk Camera, originally
introduced in 1968. Enjoy this retro interactive
toy with three picture disks included. AGES 2+

Classic
Skwish

$1599
Delighting babies
for 30 years!
This classic wooden toy is a source
of wonder and learning, and is sure to
continue to win the hearts of babies
and parent for decades to come.

18 MO+

Playful Piano $7999
Plink, plunk, play! Start developing musical
aptitude with this delightful, 18-key first piano.
Your maestro will be playing tunes on this
well-crafted and great-sounding piano in no time.
AGES 3+

Bubbly Bunny $3999
Soothing sounds comfort baby to
sleep. Bubbly Bunny keeps company
during the day and becomes the perfect
bed buddy at night. This cuddly plush
bunny can play four soothing sounds:
friendly giggles, forest breeze, a lullaby
and calming ocean with two sleep-timer
options. AGES 6 MO+

AGES 18 MO+

Bolz Choral Top $2999
A classic toy that will last and last. A push-rod
spinning top with a colourful diamond-pattern surface.
The pitch of the hum depends on how fast you make
the top spin! A durable, classic toy. AGES 18 MO+

Alpha Pops $2199
The coolest way ever to match
letters! Pop together a rainbow of
“frozen” treats to match uppercase
and lowercase letters. Double-sided
to include all 26 letters. Self-checking
by colour. AGES 2+
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Let’s Play a Game!
Shelby’s Snack Shack $2499

A counting bone-anza game! The first spinner determines
your play, and the second spinner shows how many bones
you win or lose. Then use the Shelby squeezer to pick up the
bones. AGES 4+ | 2–4 PLAYERS

Smart Cookies
$2499

A great calorie-free treat
for your brain! Based on the
acclaimed Logix game, you’ll
want to snack on these fresh
and delicious brain-boosting
logic puzzles offered in an
enticing cookie sheet format.
AGES 6+ | 1 PLAYER

Playmobil Puzzles
$1399each

Nada $1899
Are you seeing straight or seeing double?
You have to call it fast to win this high-energy
dice game of chance! Let the dice roll, find the
matching symbols and shout “Nada!” Think
sharp and act fast to match, snatch, and win!
AGES 7+ | 2–4 PLAYERS
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Princesses, pirates, and farms –
oh, my! There are five great Playmobil
puzzles to choose from that all come
with exclusive figures! There are also
additional images to choose from that
come packaged in great, high-quality
tin carrying cases. AGES 7+ | 1+ PLAYERS

Let’s Play a Game!

Zoologic $1999
A game with only two rules?
Sounds easy, until you play it!
Place dogs, cats and mice – and
their favourite foods – on the
grid without breaking the rules.
An addictive game of deduction
and logic. AGES 5+ | 1 PLAYER

Vampires of the Night $2999

Magician’s Kitchen $3499

An exciting glow-in-the-dark board game! A group of
vampire hunters have left behind nasty-smelling garlic
heads in the castle. Use your magic wand to help the
vampire bats clear them out! AGES 6+ | 2–4 PLAYERS

Kaboom! Hiss! A colourful cloud of smoke!
Who’s going to be first to add your ingredients
to the cauldrons and “light” the fire to win?
Watch your step – there is fun afoot in the old
magic kitchen! AGES 6+ | 2–4 PLAYERS

Hey, That’s
My Fish! $1799
How does your penguin waddle do?
Catch the most fish with your waddle
of penguins, and pick up ice tiles as
they move to leave gaps that can’t be
crossed. How fast will your penguins
get stuck? AGES 8+ | 2–4 PLAYERS

Taiga $1999
How well do you see and remember? Your
memory, deduction and observation skills will
be put to the test as you find animals hidden
in nature in this captivating and beautifully
illustrated game. AGES 5+ | 2–6 PLAYERS

Compact Curling $1999
This tabletop curling game rocks! Take this portable rink with
you anywhere. With a sheet measuring 1.2 metres (48”), and
stones designed to feel like the real thing, this game is fun for
the whole family. AGES 6+ | 2–8 PLAYERS
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Let’s Play a Game!
PicWits! $2999

The picture-perfect party game! Every picture
is worth a thousand laughs as players try to
match their PicWits photo cards with the judge’s
caption card. Which picture is the perfect fit?
AGES 10+ | 4+ PLAYERS

3D Puzzles $3999each
Global landmarks at your puzzling fingertips! These 3D puzzles will
charm you with their detailed illustration. When built, the Eiffel Tower
is 102 cm (41”) tall. The Big Ben puzzle includes the Houses of Parliament
and the Elizabeth Tower. AGES 12+ | 1+ PLAYERS

Set Junior $1599
Two games in one box! It’s a double-sided
board game designed to grow with children.
One side teaches matching using colours,
shapes and numbers. The other side allows
players to race as fast as they can to
make sets! AGES 3+ | 2–4 PLAYERS

Magnetic Darts $2499
Show Me The Kwan $1999
Words, words, it’s all about words! And word
association. And thinking really quickly! There
are a few ways to play this real-time word party
game – you’ll have a good time regardless how it
goes. AGES 10+ | 2–10 PLAYERS

Take aim at double the fun! It’s hard
to pick sides when choosing what to play
on the reversible mat! With darts on one
side and a target game on the other, you’ll
take aim at fun whichever you choose.
AGES 8+ | 2 PLAYERS

Qwirkle Trio $3999
Not as easy as you think! Play classic
Qwirkle where you match colours and
shapes, or try a variant like Qwirkle
Connect or Qwirkle Select. You’ll need
a well-planned strategy to win!
AGES 6+ | 2–4 PLAYERS
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Let’s Imagine!
Fire Truck $3499

Saving cats stuck in trees
since 2013! No doll community
is complete without the firstresponse might and peace-of-mind
of a speedy fire truck!
Complete with a fire
hose and swivel ladder.

My Very Own
Cook Set $2999

Fire Station $9999

AGES 3+

Good-looking cooking for the
littlest chefs! Modern, six-piece set
features soft, rubberized parts and
easy-grip handles and sized
just right for small hands!
Dishwasher safe and
food safe. AGES 2+
mia

jasmine

Doll families can sleep easy. They are under the
watchful eyes of the heroes at the fire station. And
what a station it is – it has a working garage door,
a fire alarm bell, fire pole and more! AGES 3+

alyssa

kayla

Tales and legends
$999each

Create your own adventures
and stories! Play pretend or
make up your own fairy-tale
stories for hours with these
individually hand-painted figures
that stand approximately 9 cm
(3½”) tall. AGES 3+
exclusive to nets retailers

Adora Friends $6999each
Share the joy of friendship! Each 45 cm (18”) Adora Friends doll
has her own unique style and comes with a friendship bracelet to
share with you! Unlock the magic of a true-blue friend! AGES 6+

Calico Critters Supermarket
Adora Friends Accessories
$999-$2999each

Let the fashion festival begin! Mix and
match fashion outfits and footwear available
for the 45 cm (18”) Adora Friends dolls.
Hours of fun and play! AGES 6+

$6999

Critters enjoy shopping for yummy food!
Set includes over 100 pieces including lots of
foods, a shopping cart and a check-out counter
with cash register and display stands. Critters
sold separately. AGES 3+
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Let’s Imagine!

Fix-it Toolbox $1999
Hammer, tighten, measure and more.
Nuts, bolts and all the tools little builders
need to tinker are packed in this ready-foraction toolbox. This toy set is built to last.
Fix away! AGES 3+

Workbench

Jasmine Bath Toy

$11999

$2199

Comes with everything except
elbow grease! Little builders,
plumbers and mechanics with
big ideas can work right at this
professional-looking station.
Shelves and storage keep tools
and supplies within easy reach.

This colour-changing bath pony
makes a splash! When Jasmine,
the delightfully sweet Pony Gals
pony, gets wet, her mane, tail
and markings change colour.
Dry her, and she changes back!

AGES 3+

AGES 4+

My Very Own
Doctor Kit $2999

Deck the Halls Dessa
$1999

Everything the young doctor needs!
This kit includes everything a young MD
will need for house calls including a
stethoscope, bandage, thermometer,
ear scope and a doctor’s bag. AGES 2+

Perfectly dressed for the holiday
season! From her curly blonde hair
to her striped green tights,
Groovy Girl Dessa will appeal to
your sense of fashion and style.
AGES 3+

10-Piece Tool
Belt Set $4999

Lottie likes to be active and have fun! She likes to ride
her pony, Seren, and ride pony races. She loves to play with
her beagle, Biscuit, and go on picnics! Why not come along?

Build family time – and
stuff, too! Real carpentry
tools, designed to suit a
child’s grip, can be used to
build real do-it-yourself
projects (with kits available)
and a love of woodworking.

AGES 3+

AGES 8+

Lottie Accessories $999-$1999each
12

Let’s Explore and Discover!
Science Kitchen $2699

Join Clifford and his friends in the kitchen!
Emily Elizabeth narrates the manual that shows you
experiments to try like making slime, crystal art, milk
glue, coloured celery, fungus in a tube, sticky ice,
an exploding volcano and more! AGES 3+

Leonardo Catapult $1499
Provides hours and hours of hurling fun! This catapult
is a replica of Leonardo da Vinci’s historic hurling (okay,
particle accelerator) machine. Assemble it, then see how far
it will throw the small clay balls included. AGES 12+

14-in-1 Solar Robot $2199
Alternative energy is the future of engineering.
What a way to learn the basics of solar technologies!
The 191-piece 14-in-1 Solar Robot builder set comes
with a highly-detailed instruction manual. AGES 12+

Tuff Scope
$4999

Is this what that looks
like?!? Explore images up to
400x with this two-in-one
starter microscope. Use it
stationary or remove it
from the base and explore
outside! Compatible with
Tuff Cam for magnified
digital photography.

RC Rocket $2499
Count down from ten, press ignition!
You will love this remote control rocket
launcher kit that includes a two-piece
rocket (which is fueled with baking soda
and water), a launch pad, and a remote
control launcher. Head for the stars!
AGES 8+

AGES 5+
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Let’s Explore and Discover!
Penguin Life $1999

Wired Science $2299

Fun with the sun! Learn all about solar
energy when you build and play with this
adorable penguin and igloo. Use sunshine
to charge the solar cell, then watch your
penguin waddle. Charges in three minutes.

Explore the shocking and electric
world of wired science! You’ll make
amazing discoveries with moving
electrons, circuits, conductors, switches
and insulators using three apparati –
two supplied and one you build!

AGES 8+

AGES 8+

ReCon Rover
$7999

Snap Circuits Sound
$7999

A toy, a robot and a tool for
learning. You can program your
ReCon Rover to do things like
deliver a treat to your pet or a
message to someone, carry a
can of pop, guard a door or just
dance. AGES 8+

Explore sound and electronics in
a very cool way! Build the circuit
board, and then play with the optical theremin, echo effects and voice
changer and recorder. Connect to
a smart phone and analyze sounds
with downloadable apps. AGES 8+

Aqua Dragons $1999
Three eyes, two sets of fins and a mane! Sea monsters?
No. Interesting and fun? Yes! This kit contains everything
you need to raise your own Aqua Dragons, Artemia Salina,
ancient sea creatures almost exactly like they were
millions of years ago. AGES 6+

That’s Gross
Science Lab $2499
A gross-out superfest! Laugh and
learn while you create stinky and
slimy experiments like odoriferous
bubbles, fake boogers, maggotshaped squishies and more – the
gross-out joy will last for hours!
AGES 8+
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Let’s Get Creative!

Tooby Loops $1999

“Marguerite and Her Dreams”
Spiral Workshop $2499

Want to act loopy? Let your
imagination go wild with Tooby
Loops! These colourful, metallic
mesh tubes can be transformed
into bracelets, headbands, room
decor, fun figures, and more.

What do you see when you
daydream? Follow Marguerite
into her dreams and use the
spirals, pens and pencils to
make the images come to life!
Includes five wheels of different
sizes, six coloured pencils, a pen
for spirals, a metal board and
two magnetic spiral frames.

AGES 5+

AGES 7+

Draw Star Wars:
The Clone Wars $1899
Learn to draw like a Jedi Master.
Start with stick figures, move onto basic
shapes and finish up with details as you
learn to draw 20 different Clone Wars
characters. Packed with tips, techniques
and space to draw right in the book!
AGES 8+

Easy Carry Art
Studio $3999
It’s a take-anywhere blackboard, whiteboard and art
easel all in one! Chocked full
of quality, not-toxic art
materials including: 12 coloured
pencils, eight whiteboard
markers, two graphite pencils
and ten chalk sticks in five
different colours. AGES 3+

The Adventures of
Captain Underpants:
Colour Edition $1099
Tra-la-laaa! The first Captain Underpants adventure
is now available in full colour! This special edition
hardcover also includes an exclusive sixteen-page
“Behind the Underpants” bonus section. AGES 5+

“The Starry Night” Master Kitz
$2999

“The Starry Night” might have been just another
landscape painting if it were not for van Gogh’s swirling,
layered brush strokes. This Master Kitz includes all the
tools you’ll need to create a starry night masterpiece of
your own, and learning materials to teach you more
about the original painting. AGES 5+

Captain Underpants
Super-Silly Sticker
Studio $1899
Create your personal tribute to the
waistband warrior! Celebrate wedgie
power with drawing how-to tips, stickers
and markers. Learn how to draw believable
mucus, transform groceries, build sticker
robots and more. AGES 6+
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Let’s Get Creative!
Loopdedoo Original
Spinning Loom $3999

FPO

Design and make your own bracelets –
and headbands – in minutes! Just wrap your
threads around the Loopdedoo device, turn
the knob, guide the thread and, minutes later,
you’re done! No patterns to follow – just a
unique creation every time! AGES 8+
h eadban d kit s how n o n p a g e 2.

Nail Style Studio $2699
Your nails are your canvas! Create
25 super-cute, slightly sophisticated,
tween-approved nail designs – from
polka-dot chevrons to big-eyed owls,
a tropical beach, delectable cupcakes,
a city skyline, and more! AGES 10+

Sweet Melodies
Jewellery Kit $2999
Add fashion and pizazz to your
everyday style! Fun-coloured
beads and charms, chains,
strings and clips – everything
you need to make necklaces
and bracelets galore! The
perfect kit to add style to
your fashion! AGES 4+

Pom-Pom
Puppies $2199
Make your own adorable
dogs! Wrap, snap, and
snip your way to a perfect
pom-pom, and then follow
the simple step-by-step
instructions to create your
very own puppy – sure to
win Best in Show!

Pillowcase Painting
Kit $2199
People who think big do
great things! Paint your hopes,
dreams and powerful words onto
your very own pillowcase – so
you’re inspired to “think big”
when you go to bed at night!
Sweet dreams... AGES 4+

AGES 8+

Color & Sparkle Tattoos $1799
Colour your own tasty-treat tattoos for
deliciously decorative fun! This Dylan’s Candy Bar set
includes over 130 temporary tattoo designs to decorate
any way you want with glitter, markers and sparkly gems.
AGES 6+
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Let’s Get Creative!
On the Farm Besties $2899

An ideal colouring set for young children.
Features nine non-toxic farm animal Besties chunky-grip
washable markers and six vibrantly-coloured, non-toxic
crayon finger puppets in animal shapes.
Easy for little hands to use.
Super fun and safe, too!
AGES 3+

Doodle Socks $1899
Turn socks into colourful creations!
Your kit includes all you need to doodle
your socks and create cute, fun fashions
for your feet! Enjoy this colouring book
for your feet! Six socks; one size fits all.

Beads and Bows $1999

AGES 5+

Filled with everything a young jeweller needs to impress! Create sumptuous
designs and wear them for the whole
world to see! Includes elastic thread,
one needle, one threader and various
beads, bows and pendants. AGES 7+

Color Cord Bracelets
$1699

Make them to wear or make them
to share. This kit contains everything
you need to make eight super-trendy
paracord bracelets in a rainbow of
colours. AGES 7+

“Let’s Explore Cubism”
Master Sculpz $1999
What do you get when you
combine... a puzzle, building blocks
and art history? MasterSculpz are fun
way to build three-dimensional art and
learn about art periods. “Let’s Explore
Cubism” teaches you how Picasso
changed the world of sculpture.

FPO

AGES 6+

Glitter Glam
Watch Bands $2499
Playful Art Set $2499
Drawing has never been so much fun! The unique shapes
and jumbo sizes of these crayons, coloured pencils and
markers will help you hold them more easily and draw with
confidence. A bucket of colour at your fingertips. AGES 3+

It’s time for fashion fun!
Decorate five watch bands with
sequins, rhinestones and gemstone
trims – just peel and press them
in place. Change the pop-in watchface frames to suit your style.
It’s sparkle time! AGES 7+
17

Finishing Touches!
Secret Message Writer
$599

Can you keep a secret? Yes, you can!
Using the invisible ink writer, write a
secret message that no one else can read.
Then see your words appear using the
mini UV light reader. Take the UV light
away, your words disappear. Secret kept!
AGES 5+

Tabletop Games $599each
Good things come in small packages.
Great entertainment for the whole
family can be found in this selection
of trivia quiz games. Each set of
cards comes in its own colourful box.

Brain Fart $699
Brain farts are real! Remember? For
those times you’ve forgotten something,
or just need a good laugh, give your brain
a squeeze. The rip-snorting Brain Fart is
loaded with five unique sounds – ready
to fart on demand! AGES 8+

LED Book Light $1999
Need a bit of bright light?
Whenever you need extra light
for drawing, doing homework,
arts and crafts or reading, grab
this LEGO Friends super bright
LED clip-on book light. AGES 5+

AGES 8+

Puppet-on-a-Pen $599each
Exercise your “write” to be silly! Stumped for what to write
next? Just have a talk with the silly puppet on your pen and the
words will flow again. A sure remedy for writer’s block and turning
frowns upside down! In blue, purple and green. AGES 3+

Tangle $699each
Once you tangle, you can’t stop! The Tangle toy is one big
loop of 90-degree curves that you twist and turn into moveable
sculptures! It is a quiet toy that calms. Believe it or not – a toy
that makes all parents’ dreams come true! AGES 3+

Light-Up Hand Pointers $799each
Put the spotlight on fun! These 38 cm (15”) long hand pointers
are a great addition to games and role playing, and come in a
variety of colours. Press the button and the finger will light up
and run through a rainbow of bright, LED colours! AGES 3+
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Super Tubes $499each
Science in little tubes! Who’d a thought?
Turn “I’m bored” into “wow” with Science
Tubes. Each tube contains three big
activities. With six tubes in the series,
that’s a lot of science! AGES 6+

Finishing Touches!
Darth Vader Head Lamp $1899

Smencils $199each

Conquer the darkness – in any direction!
Darth Vader may be on the dark side, but he isn’t
all about darkness. This LEGO head lamp includes a
headband and a clip so you can attach him to your
head, backpack, clothes and more! AGES 3+

The best smelling pencils you’ll ever use!
Yes, they’re made from rolls of 100% recycled
newspapers. Smencils work the same as
regular pencils, but with scents like bubble
gum, cinnamon, rootbeer and more, they
smell way, way better! AGES 3+

Kendama $1499

Energy Sticks $899

Get the ball onto the mallet.
Easy, right? Although it
appears to be a simple game,
Kendama has more than
1,000 different techniques for
players to master. Give it a try,
and you’ll find out that this
traditional Japanese game is not
as easy as it looks! AGES 3+

How electric do you think you are?
Find out by holding the Energy Stick in
both hands! Then see what happens when
you add a friend or two – or twenty!
Learn about conductivity, insulators
and electric circuits. An electrifying,
but safe experience! AGES 8+
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2219 White Mouse Puppet
$19.99

Assorted
Folkmanis
Littles
$15.99 each

Make playtime come to life with Folkmanis Puppets
Assorted Folkmanis
Finger Puppets
$9.99

2843 Ferret Puppet
$36.99

2029 Sheepdog Puppet
$55.99

2838 Floppy Bunny Puppet
$33.99

Schleich Griffin Vs. Dragon Knights

Who will win the battle: The Dragon forces or the Griffin forces?
Knights on Horseback $19.99 ea

Dragon & Griffin Rider $49.99 ea

With the garments, accessories & crystal-like wings
the Ice Elves bring to life a world of ice & snow.

Knight Foot Soliders $8.99 ea

Smurfy greetings: these blue creatures
are ideal gifts for every occasion.

Careful – they bite! All of the carnivorous dinosaurs
have moveable jaws & a powerful grip!

Moveable
Jaws

Bayala Ice Elves from $8.99 - $19.99
Ice Elf Sleigh $44.99

Movie Smurfs & Gift Smurfs $5.99 ea
Smurf Cottages from $24.99
Movie Scenery Pack $29.99

Prehistoric Dinosaurs
ranging from $7.99 - $29.99

Visit Our Online Playground
At www.schleich-s.com, you can print out FREE: coloring templates & cut-outs, download
wallpaper & calendars for your screen, send e-cards & much, much more!

Whale’s Tale Toys
332 5th Street
Courtenay, British Columbia
V9N 1K1
250-338-1233
www.whalestaletoys.com
whalestaletoys@telus.net

